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Inspiring gifted children to reach their potential through inquiry, curiosity, and wonder
One of the pleasures of having a more normal year in 2021–22 was observing students’ enthusiastic involvement in service-learning projects. They participated in cooking sessions for local shelters, and they planned food drives. They sold cookies and other items to help the Pike Place Market Foundation. The Lower School even partnered with the International Rescue Committee to collect school supplies for young refugees.

It was a pleasure to watch this outpouring of commitment and generosity — one matched by you, their adult counterparts. With the support of our parents, guardians, employees, and friends, Seattle Country Day School’s Annual Fund broke another record. With your commitment, we held a fun, lighthearted auction last spring. And with your help, we had another good and successful year.

The spirit of service and generosity are alive and well at Seattle Country Day School, and you have my deepest thanks for your thoughtfulness to our students and our programs.

Kimberly A. Zaidberg
Head of School

RECOGNIZING LEADERSHIP

We would like to recognize the following volunteers for their many contributions to the life of the school.

**2021–22 Board of Trustees**
Ryan Schofield, *President*
Sandra Jerez, *Vice President*
Catherine Humbert ’91, *Treasurer*
Danna Redmond, *Secretary*
Sue Belcher
Brent Binge
Kirsten Camp
John Cerqui
Andrew Hwangbo
Bharathi Jagadeesh
Michael Lapin
Sarah Leung ’90
Jane Mills
Ed Petersen
Tsering Yuthok Short
Zahlen Titcomb ’96
Kimberly A. Zaidberg, *Ex Officio*

**2021–22 Parent Council Executive Committee**
Nicole Jarjour, *President*
Natalie Holubec, *Vice President*
Rachel Wang, *Treasurer*
Isil Hamdemir, *Secretary*

Our thanks, too, to the Parent Council’s dedicated grade representatives and alternates.

**2021–22 Annual Fund Leadership Council**
Chris and Cara Butcher, *Co-Chairs*
K – Madhu Hosaagrahara and Supriya Pagad
1 – Siddharth and Nidhi Jayadavan
2 – David Perez and Elvira Castillo
3 – Billy Plauché and Amanda Carr ’92
4 – Jesse and Rachel Wang
5 – Madeleine and Brock Hilpert
6 – Jennifer and Chris Van Wesep
7 – Eleanor Wu
8 – Tripp and Sara Ritter

**2021–22 Auction Committee (Game On!)**
Eleanor Wu, *Chair*
Lara Papadakis, *Art Lead*
Dorothy Tao, *Photography Lead*
2021–22 FINANCIAL REVIEW

REVENUE
Tuition and fees (less financial aid $1,100,000) $12,700,000
Contributions $700,000
Student activities $850,000
Other $475,000

Total Support and Revenue $14,725,000
(Excluding investment returns ($6,100,000))

EXPENSES
Instructional and student activities $9,575,000
Operations and maintenance $2,050,000
General and administrative $2,000,000

Total Expenses $13,625,000

This report acknowledges gifts received between July 1, 2021, and June 30, 2022. Every effort has been made to ensure our lists and records are accurate and up-to-date. However, if you believe there has been an error or omission, please do not hesitate to contact development@seattlecountryday.org or (206) 691-2620.
THE ANNUAL FUND
TODAY’S STUDENTS AND PROGRAMS

With the thoughtful generosity of the many supporters listed below, 2021–22 was a record-breaking year at Seattle Country Day School. The Annual Fund campaign raised more than $550,000 to support need-based financial aid, enrich student programs, and prepare the school to respond to opportunities and challenges. Thank you very much for your commitment to our students and their school.

KEY
A = Alumnus
P = Parent of Alumnus/a
G = Grandparent
= 5 or more years of consecutive giving
+ = Matching gift

INDIVIDUALS

INNOVATOR ($15,000 AND MORE)
David Hampton and Nazeema Alli
Jon and Liz Hamren
Madhu Hosaagrahara and Suprita Pagad

VISIONARY ($10,000–$14,999)
Chris and Cara Butcher P
David and Terri Chudzik P
Ron and Susan Dollens G
Marc He and Maggie Bai
The Jayadevan Family
John and Stephanie Pryor
Josh and Britta Tsang
John and Chi Wong G

BENEFACTOR ($5,000–$9,999)
Anonymous
Shari Burns P G
Jesse and Leonora Diller
Sophie Antal Gilbert
Alan and Alissa Gao
Olivier and Catherine ’91 Humbert A P
Andrew Hwangbo and Yoo-Lee Yea P
Bharathi Jagadeesh and Stan Berman P
Jordan and Nicole Jarjour P
Yasar and Crystal Kaya
Logan Ko and Family A
George Ko and Jackie Myung
Andrew ’93 and Edith Laird A
Patrick and Amanda Methvin
Robert Metzger
Edward Nevraumont and Jessica Webster
Ramesh Parameswaran and Sreevidya Subramanian P
Trace and Kristie Pate
David Perez and Elvira Castillo
Derek Slager and Shafeena Chatur
Charles and Delphine Stevens G
Leah and Amanda Thompkins

Walter and Sandra Tseng
Jay and Icy Westerdal
Jeff and Stephanie Yurcisin
Lee and Jessica Zen
Roger and Patty Zundel P

PATRON ($3,000–$4,999)
Anonymous
Dave Barth and Christine Perez P
Jason and Kristen Bay P
David and Annie Chang
John Clyman and Linda Chu
Russell and Lia Dicker
Tom and Pat Dicker G
David and Emily Eustis
Jason ’83 and Wendy Froggatt A P
Jerry Gu and Jessie Zhang
Ji Won Kim and Johannes Kopf
Jun Lai and Joy Xu P
Sarah Leung ’90 A P
John Liao and Guang-Shing Cheng P
Ripley and Katherine MacDonald
David Manelski and Suzanne Eichenlaub P
Dr. Frederick and Anne Matsen P G
Bob and Karin Matthews
The Miksovsky Family P
Xu Ning and Rachel Li
Anthony Oliver and Jessica Pearlman P
Billy Plaucé and Amanda Carr ’92 A
Kevin Price and Jennifer Darmour
Sudhindra Ramamurthy and Madhuri Kashyap
Jaideep Ravela and Pranati Desiraju
Jeremy and Lika Seigel P
Hiren Shah and Namita Parab
Mojun Sun and Joanna Yin
Quihong Tang and Jim Liu
Ethan and Anne Thompson
Wing Tsui and Emily Ching
Om and Deepali Vaiti
Glenn and Susan Ward P
Griffin Whitney and Dana Miller P
Guizhen Yang and Laine Huang
Bill Zhang and Vivian Chen
Jie Zhang and Chelsea Zhou
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Jeremy and Lika Seigel P
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Mojun Sun and Joanna Yin
Quihong Tang and Jim Liu
Ethan and Anne Thompson
Wing Tsui and Emily Ching
Om and Deepali Vaiti
Glenn and Susan Ward P
Griffin Whitney and Dana Miller P
Guizhen Yang and Laine Huang
Bill Zhang and Vivian Chen
Jie Zhang and Chelsea Zhou
SCHOLAR ($1,000–$2,999)
Anonymous (5)
Sajal and Suhani Agarwal
Ali and Melike Alpay
Brian Bai and Chloe Zhang
Saurabh Bajaj and Pradnya Sabnis
Shailender Bhatia and Ritu Bahl
Brent and Tara Binge
Jack and Susan Blumenthal
Stefan and Laura Budac
Bennett Burke and Jessica Leung
John Cerqui and Dawn Ehde Cerqui
David Chen and Karen Xu
Steve and Kathy Clarke
Alicia Coll
Sayooj Das and Sangeeta Shivashankar
Don Davidge and Atousa Salehi
The Decker Family
Nimish and Shilpa Desai
Ben and Debra Diggs
Ella Dillon
Jacob Dishion and Cindy Hamra
Ozgur and Muge Dogan
Yan Dong and Beibei Chen
Dan Drais and Jane Mills
Andrea Driano and Hugh Montague
Dominick and Aurora Driano
Brian Elieson and Ellen Barth
Andrew and Laurie Elfson
Bryan Fong and Jessica Zhao
Josh and Cheryl Friedman
Travis Godbout
Donald Guthrie and Candace Tkachuck
Jack ’88 and Stephanie Guthrie
Joe Hanauer and Kate Koren Hanauer
Chloe Harford and Henry Rebeck
Larry and Sandra Haynes
Cory Heidelberger and Sarah Chan

Brock and Maddie Hilpert
Mark and Carolyn ’88 Holtzen
Orest and Natalie Holubec
Damien and Maria Huang
Ziad Ismail and Sonia Krishnan
Jim Jia and Jennifer Luo
Spencer King ’96 and Moon Majumdar
John and Inti Knapp
Michael and Karri Lapin
Judd and Amanda Lee
Kim LiChong and Jasmine Albrecht
Ed Lin and Karen Xiru Guo
Simon Lin and Julia Chen
Amit Mandvikar and Pradnya Dharia
Ron and Lori Marquardt
Bhuvan Middha and Pratibha Permandla
Gary and Robin Mueller
Myhrvold & Havranek Family Charitable Fund
Dave Nettleton and Pauline Garstang
Richard Nguyen and Pei Chin-Nguyen
Zukun Michael Ni and Qian Christina Liu
Shannon Nichol
Yousri and Holland Omar
Susan and Rohan Oommen
Alex Pang and Amy Lu
Brian Pepin and Danna Redmond
Edward ’85 and Jennifer Petersen
Grant and Rebecca Pomerig
Mark Puckett and Jennifer Heydt
Scott and Helen Ramsby
Tripp and Sara Ritter
Richard and Anne Schaefer
Michael ’89 and Heidi Smith
Lance and Jeannie Solomon
Jonathan Sposato and Heather Lowenthal
Alok Srivastava and Dawn Hasteriter
Rich and Cora Stoakley
Fan Sun and Chenqian Jiang

Rish Tandon and Neha Krishna
Ty Thorsen and Marina Vogman
Chris and Jen Van Wesep
Patrick Wagner and Dorothy Tao
Jesse and Rachel Wang
Yue Wang and Xiang Xu
Yuheng Wang and Lucy Zhang
David and Jarvis Weld
Julia White
Guowen Wu and Naili Huang
Yi Xiang and Juno Choi
Jun Yang and Yan Hong
Stanley Yao and Ellen Xu
Jennifer Zhang and Wei He
Weizhang and Ge Wang

WILDCAT ($1–$999)
Anonymous (13)
Shane Abreu and Tracey Lovejoy
Mark Alexander and Diane Chapel
Andrew Anderson
John and Bobbie Arvold
Michael and Madeleine Arvold
Alan and Terry Axelrod
Miriam Ayala
Aaron and Jessixa Bagley
Jason Barnwell and Sara Smucker Barnwell
Jonathan Barone and Rachel Tompa
Sue Belcher
Ethan and Helen Bell
Clinton Bennard
Kristina Bennard
John and Anna Berry
Eric and Heather Bioren
Pam Black
Rachel Black and Paul Hanken
Doug and Ann Bostrom
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Elliott ’97 and Amanda Brueggeman A
Will and Evelyn Callahan
David and Kirsten Camp P G
Mark and Anne Marie Canlis P
Walt and Maggie Carr P G
Ryan and Jennifer Cassidy P
Nathan Chandrasekaran and Tanvi Patel
Jack and Erin Chen
Timothy Cheng and Samantha Yuen
Darryl Chinn and Debbie Woo-Chinn
John Chorlton and Min Song P
Billy Chow and Penny Oslund G P
Chad Collins and Monica Duda
Tom Darlow and Anne Riederer
Christopher Davis and Manijeh Atash-Sobh
Tom and Leda Davis G
Don and Sue Dietz P
Richard and Susan Dillon G
Susan Duane G
Brian Dwinelle
Damon and Danielle Ellington
Susan Ellis G
Pieter Esterhay and Jill Bujnevich
Karim Fanous and Urszula Roman G
Tyler Farmer and Aniki Olson P
Andrew and Alexandra Farnum
Eddie and Kim Feeley G
Eric and Catherine Fleming
Richard Friedman G
William and Sabine Friedman
Ciprian and Maria Gerea
Thomas Gilbert
Patrick and Joy Gilroy
Eric Goldberg and Amy Posner

Mitchell and Jessie Goodman
Lynne Hakim
Christian Hampp and Hee-Jung Park
Angie Hanna
Chris Haren
Sherrall Hartung
Cyndi and Jim Herron
Dennis and Marilyn Holtzen G
Eric and Misan Howard
Stuart Jones and Dana Goldin
Bree Kame’enui
Ray and Charlotte Kanemori P
Kole Kantner and Jennifer Chang
Jude Kavalam and Michelle Seelig P G
Dale and Kristi Kim
Moonsoo and Iris Kim P G
John and Muriel Knapp G
Anne Ko
David Krieger and Alicia Feichtmeir
Larry Lee G
Rob and Sue Leet P
Eric Lent and Linnea Wright P G
Brett and Melissa Leslie G
Joe and Heather Levy P G
Montserrat and Terry Linkletter G
Amy Liu P G
Franz Loewenherz and Basia Pietraszek P G
Mary Lowry G
Bo Lu and Miao Luo P
Darren and Shelly Macer P
Anne Martens ’88 A
Leigh Ann Masen
John Miller and Linda Perlstein P G
Richard and Nancy Miller G
Xiaolong (Lynn) Mo
Daphne Morris G

Nina Munk
Gerald and Sonya Murphy
Michael and Deborah Murphy P
John and Maureen Nagy P
Jeff and Amber Nickerson
Molly Nicoletta
Colleen O’Brien P G
Michael and Linda O’Grady G
Hal and Shannon O’Keefe
Lloyd and Susan Oliver G P
Joy M. Ordal P
Timothy and Elizabeth O’Shea P G
Jim and Deb Pannell
Alex and Lindsay Pedersen P G
Julie Pereyra
Tom Pereyra
Wally Pereyra G
Tao Qu and Caitlin Wu
Rajesh Ramanathan and Sudha Sharma P G
Judson and Cathy Randolph P
Val and Ellen Rouse G
Lyman and Deborah Rutkai G
Patricia Ryder
Jonathan ’92 and Erin Sainsbury A
Pat and Virginia Sainsbury P G
Sri Saravanamuthu and Suba Sundar
Jonathan Scheffer and Susanna Block
Jiguang Shen and Jenny Xiao
Floyd G. Short and Tsering Yuthok Short P G
Tejeshwar Singh and Kavitha Golconda
Joshua and Aimee Slobin G
George and Kathy Smith G
Dakota and Melissa Solberg ’95 A
Ian and Christina Stewart G
Eunhee and Robert Sumner
Nathan and Elizabeth Talbot
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LUCILE G. BECKMAN LIBRARY

Contributors give to the library in multiple ways: through gifts made to purchase books via the Birthday Book Program and in-kind book donations.

BIRTHDAY BOOKS
Anonymous (5)
Jessixa, Baxter, and Aaron Bagley
Shoshana Barnwell
Clementine Canlis
Annabel Chalfont
Connor Davis
Aidan Dong
Athena Goldin-Jones
Aimee He
Nyelila Howard
Jaiden Jia
Dylan Kim
Basu Mathew
Zoe Mathew
Amber Shen
Vivien Tynes
Espen Walker
Oliver Whitney
Sammy Whitney
Inez Zen
Jefferson Zen

IN-KIND GIFTS
Mandarin Playground
Ellie Peterson

ORGANIZATIONS

INNOVATOR ($15,000 +)
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation +
Microsoft +

VISIONARY ($10,000–$14,999)
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC +
Google LLC +

BENEFACOR ($5,000–$9,999)
Salesforce, Inc. +

PATRON ($3,000–$4,999)
Anonymous +
Adobe Inc. +
Expedia Group, Inc. +
Fonté Coffee Roaster
Oracle Corporation +
Russell Investments +
T-Mobile +

SCHOLAR ($1,000–2,999)
AmazonSmile Foundation +
BECU +
The Boeing Company +
Dropbox +
Hasbro, Inc. +
Premera Blue Cross +

“Huge gratitude to the administration, the staff, and the fantastic teachers who keep this school running (especially in these difficult times). Your dedication is seen and appreciated.”

—SCDS Parent
THE AUCTION: GAME ON!

With more entertaining items to bid on than ever before, the Game On! auction was a great success, garnering more than $168,000 (gross) for school programs. In fact, this year’s raise-the-paddle helped create the Summer Inquiry Grant program, which will allow personnel to explore professional interests — ranging from supportive parenting practices to Antarctic exploration — that will also benefit SCDS.
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Will and Evelyn Callahan
David and Terri Chudzik
Paul Hanken and Rachel Black
Cory Heidelberger and Sarah Chan
Cyndi and Jim Herron
John and Inti Knapp
Andrew ’93 and Edith Laird
Michael and Karri Lapin
Tom Pereyra
Patricia Ryder
Ryan and Christie Schofield
Jiguang Shen and Jenny Xiao
Michael ’89 and Heidi Smith
Leah and Amanda Thompkins
Walter and Sandra Tseng
Om and Deepali Vaiti
Glenn and Susan Ward
Dawn Wright
Xiang Xu and Yue Wang
Eleanor Wu
Kimberly and Karen Zaidberg
Jie Zhang and Chelsea Zhou
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Brian Bai and Chloe Zhang
Jonathan Barone and Rachel Tompa
Ryan and Jennifer Cassidy
David Chen and Karen Kejia Xu
Christopher Davis and Manijeh Atash-Sobh
Jesse and Leonora Diller
Jerry Gu and Jessie Zhang
Christian Hagenlocher
Lynne Hakim
Eric and Mizan Howard
David Krieger and Alicia Feichtmeir
Jun Lai and Joy Xu
Yousri and Holland Omar
Jordan and Ellie Peterson
Hiren Shah and Namita Parab
Kurtis and Billi Shaner
Floyd G. Short and Tsering Yuthok Short
Daniel Sweeney
Michael Tessier and Cheryce Rutkai
Griffin Whitney and Dana Miller
David Wilson and Anne Chipman
Guowen Wu and Naili Huang

$1–$99
Mark Alexander and Diane Chapel
Timothy Beard and Cindy Chan
Kate Briscoe and Chris Collins
Eddie and Kim Feeley
Ciprian and Maria Gerea
Stephen Gussin
Jeffrey and Soyong Hong
Leigh Ann Masen
Chaz and Kate McCallum
Lily Medina
Molly Nicoletta
Renée Perrine
Carlo Sinagra
Alex Springberg
Nathan and Elizabeth Talbot
Chris and Becca Tessin
Yi Xiang and Juno Choi
Mikayla Young

“We missed the auction this year, because we were babysitting, but we still would like to raise the paddle!”
—SCDS Parent
THE INFINITY FUND ENDOWMENT
TOMORROW’S STUDENTS AND PROGRAMS

Many thanks to the contributors listed below for supporting the Infinity Fund Endowment, created in 2016 to provide long-term, secure funding for financial aid, recruiting and retaining superb teachers, and school programs. Its market value, as of June 30, 2022, was $7.1 million.

The SCDS Board of Trustees determines on an annual basis how much, if any, of the endowment’s income will be used for the purposes stated above. At this time, as determined by the SCDS Board of Trustees, the endowment will remain in a building phase.

KEY
A = Alumnus
P = Parent of Alumnus/a
G = Grandparent
** = Multi-year pledge payment
+ = Matching gift

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous P (2)
Parents of the Class of 2022
Jonathan ’94 and Ann Altman A
Matthew Altman ’96 A
Joe Belfiore and Kristina Ota Belfiore P **
Caitlin Bethlahmy ’01 A
Brent and Tara Binge P
Rita Cella-Trousdale P
Terry Cullen and Sandy Watson P
Carolyn Davis ’83 A
Jesse and Leonora Diller
James Fisher and Tristan Holmberg P
Andrew Friedman and Janine Maenza P
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip F. Frink, Jr. G
Joan and Steve Goldblatt P
Andrew ’95 and Jennifer Goodrich A
Lisa Graham P
Lydia Green ’06 A
Richard Grunder and Christina Economou P
Olivier and Catherine ’91 Humbert A P
Diana (Dena) Kennedy P
John and Inti Knapp P
Jun Lai and Joy Xu P
Eric Lent and Linnea Wright P
Christopher ’96 and Heidi Loeffler A
Erick ’92 and Janet Matsen A
Brian McMullen and Ramona Emerson P
Joseph Mecca and Linda Stolfi
The Miksovsky Family P
John Miller and Linda Perlstein P
Michael and Linda Morgan P G
Michael Nesteroff and Kimm Viebrock P
David Ordal ’93 and Katherine Wade A
Timothy and Elizabeth O’Shea P
Chris Pratley and Seiko Kobayashi P **
Richard and Susan Prentke P
Judson and Cathy Randolph P
David Seaver and Gayle Clemans P

ORGANIZATIONS
Expedia, Inc +
Indeed, Inc. +
Microsoft +

“We are so appreciative for all that SCDS does. Thank you!”
—SCDS Parent
IN TRIBUTE

Every year, we receive thoughtful gifts made in memory of a loved one — or in tribute to a family member, friend, or mentor. The individuals honored by our donors are listed below.

IN MEMORIAM
Dileep Baji
Raymond E. Bonneau
Allison Freel
Ju-Hi Lee
Maria Pia Rossi
Ion Verdes

IN HONOR
Ryder Abreu
Henry Binge, Class of 2022
Max Brown
Kueun and KC Choi
Graduates of the Class of 2022
Aiden Dong for his 7th birthday
Steinar Farmer, Class of 2022
Elijah Gilbert
Peter J.E. Grunder, Class of 2022
Julia He’s Family
Nyella and Ermias Howard
Theo Humbert, Class of 2022
Dylan Kim
Alistair Knapp, Class of 2022
Alistair Knapp and Eli Knapp
James (Jamie) Lai, Class of 2022
Asher Lent-Wright, Class of 2022
Hazel Levy, Class of 2022
Aditi and Anika Mandvikar
Sabriya Miksovsky, Class of 2022
Milo Miller, Class of 2022
Reina Murphy
Xu Ning and Rachel Li
Ilia and Ari Oliver
Calvin Omar
David and Peter Ordal
Isabelle Osborne
Matthew Ropp
Lilah Scheffet
Zoe Smith
Ayla Solomon
Campbell and Henry Stoakley
Vivan Tynes, Class of 2022
Ysatis Waldau
Yue Wang and Xiang Xu
Cameron Weld, Class of 2022
Max Wenger, Class of 2022
The Whitney Family
Oliver Whitney
Quinn Yoon
Wing Fu Yuen

“We love and support SCDS!”
—SCDS Parent